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“Through transforming action they can create a new situation, one which makes 
possible the pursuit of a fuller humanity” (Friere, 1970).
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PLAY AUDIO

I planted these seedlings which are starting to grow 
tall.

I want to learn how to keep planting seeds in the 
ground so I remember where good food comes from 
and what nature is all about. 

Maybe I will have my own garden one day!
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Isolation – Peers 

Sporting opportunities for children with disabilities 
seem to be non-existent. 

• Isolation – Community

• For a young Aboriginal boy in care connection to 
culture is a mandatory right, yet there is a distinct 
lack of opportunity through age appropriate 
programs. 

Barriers –

From a distance the resource network appears 
consistent and easily navigated. 

It is only when you journey into the landscape you find 
the cracks within the system.

Access –Where do we go from here? 

Supporting clients to access community supports and 
funding to further develop basic life skills and access 
family based support programs? 

Animals speak a special language of acceptance care 
and connection. 

I love connecting with dogs especially, it teaches me 
respect for myself and others. 

I would love to have my own dog one day but that may 
be difficult to manage. 

Are there special visitors that would bring their dogs to 
me? 

Having no job can be a really big barrier for people.

It is limiting in lot’s of ways. 
Even Centrelink don’t seem to understand that when 
you miss the bus or can not get a taxi... you miss your 
appointment.  
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Stairs to the housing office have been a barrier.

Long stairs can cause anxiety and issues in wanting to 
go and apply.

If elevator is out of order, well anxiety is amplified.

Applying for a house, and being approved can take 
time. 

Having no transport to get around to look at houses on 
appointment times can be difficult. 

Therefore can create issues. 

Family –

Appointments and family bonding and working barriers 
out or conflicts towards one another. 

Strengthening families. 

Having no car can be an issue.

And cost of a car, would mean saving money that I 
don't get a lot of.

This can mean relying more on public transport…

There are few buses each day in my area. 

This place is in Lismore, down town. It has a notice board 
and job applications and land council rights for many 
Aboriginal people. It has information on renting rights and 
land rights. Not many people are aware of this facility and 
what they can provide.
• If not a known place
• People may not enter
• As can be unsure
• Certain things in life that are uncertain to people
• Can arise  anxiety, stress,
• Anxious in a person.
• And having no wheelchair access and only seeing stairs 
at the door with no Disable sticker to welcome all.
• Can make it hard for some with disabilities or just 
having problems walking up the steps.

• SQUARE –

Relying on public transportation busses, taxis and 
having to wait. Can be really frustrating for me. 
I’m just a kid after all. 
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Sometimes you have to stop and take the road less 
travelled. 

Not knowing how to use a motor chair to take the stairs can 
be a real issue when having difficulties with stairs.

And needing to be at that appointment or enquire? I wonder 
what my life will be like as an adult. 

I was ringing the bell to ask for approval to take a photo I was 
there for approx. 10 minutes and no one came.

Now imagine if some one was needing help on the steps or 
needed to use the motor chair but didn't know how?

That person would probably not go back to that place.

FIRE HOUSE –

You have to dream before your dreams can come true. 
P. J. Abdul Kalam 

My dream is to be a fireman! What opportunities will I 
have to open the door to those dreams and have a 
meaningful way to contribute to my community?

Justice Crew –
I love singing and dancing to my favourite band which 
is Australian group Justice Crew.

I go to signing practice once a week to express my 
voice and encourage my talent… 

I hope I can find people who will continue to support 
me do this and have my voice heard. 

Medallion –
“Fights begin and end with handshakes.”

– Cameron Conaway

Sometimes I feel like I have to fight to stand up for 
myself, sometimes to stand up in my life I have had to 
be a fighter. I would love to find the mentors and 
coaches who can channel this tendency to become a 
champion of my life, a winner against the odds. 

Book –

Education is the key to open doors of possibility. 

My reading and writing is something I often need help 
with even outside school as I am quite delayed. I don’t 
want to fall behind and become a young indigenous 
adult who is a statistic of literacy. 
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Lunch –

I find it difficult to make good healthy choices when it 
comes to food. 

I definitely need to lose some weight but am looking 
for guidance from a professional who specialises in the 
right way forward. 

Mum is a diabetic and I don’t want to be at risk of this 
limiting illness. 

We are at a cross roads now - which 
direction are we going in this 
restoration?

I am a visual artist… I want to get my 
Art Business up and running so that I 
can make an income and contribute to 
culture and community. At the moment I 
am going nowhere…

Boots –
“A journey of one thousand miles begins with the first 
step” - Chinese proverb

I have special orthotic boots that help me walk. I have 
had several foot operations but need to keep visiting 
my physio, spçeech pathologist and Occupational 
therapist. I can’t walk there alone and will need 
someone special to come along with me remind me to 
do my special exercises. 

Relationships with services are so 
important. We need our services to be 
culturally safe.

The OCV wrote about or restoration in their annual 
report! Everyone is so pleased with what we have 
achieved so far. What are the next steps to get my son 
back into my care?
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GROUP SESSION

• Thank you for working with us today and assisting us 
with the next steps in this successful restoration. We 
are thankful for this timely and dynamic opportunity 
to boost the work the care team and I have been 
doing with the family whose case we are co –
creating solutions for today. 

• Much appreciated.


